
If you’d like to share your work online, please be sure to @_homegrownstone on insta

and @sagatucson on insta/fb or email us to share :) thank you!
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Indya Moore is a trans nonbinary person of Haitian, Dominican, and Puerto Rican descent who was

born on January 17, 1995 and grew up in the Bronx, NY. They are most famously known for starring

as Angel on the TV series Pose, but they are also a huge social media presence as a trans BIPOC

advocate, educator, and liaison for the redistribution of wealth to QTBIPOC and sex workers. She

also created and managed a TranSanta program with Chase Strangio last xmas - how cool! TGNC

kiddos were able to send Santa their wish list and folks all around the U.S. checked them off. Indya is

a powerhouse that is always thinking about how to use their platform to help make interpersonal and

systemic change. Their passion and dedication towards this work is heavily influenced by their

childhood as a Black Latinx trans teen who grew up in the foster system, became houseless multiple

times, and was coerced into sex work. Their fight for access into spaces is a fight for all TGNC

BIPOC’s access into spaces.

In an article from Elle magazine, Jada Yuan reports on a conversation with Indya: “‘I don’t know how

to have fun,’ [Indya] begins, explaining that trying to survive while embracing her identity has been

such a relentless struggle, she hasn’t had time to concentrate on anything else. ‘I don’t know what my

favorite restaurant is,’ she says. ‘When I’m around people having conversations about their day, I’m

looking at them, like, ‘What could they possibly be talking about? How are we not talking about

deconstructing white supremacy right now? How are we not trying to save trans people?’’ She goes

on. ‘I don’t know who I am outside of someone who’s just trying to be free and find safety for myself

and for others.’”

Though my lived experience as a genderqueer, trans masc Chinese American who grew up with

white parents is vastly different from Indya’s lived experience, I do relate with the sentiment that

sometimes I don’t know who I’d be outside of advocacy work if we lived in a futuristic world with no

white supremacy, gender binary, capitalism, and heteronormativity. I begin to feel a bit existential

about it all lol How do other folks feel about their relationship to this work and their marginalized

identities in how that may shape one’s trajectories in life?





Alok Vaid-Menon is a gender nonconforming, trans fem person born on July 1, 1991 to Malayali and

Punjabi immigrant parents. Alok grew up in College Station, TX around a lot of white people and a

small Indian community. Alok is a mixed-media artist who learned how to perform ever since they

were a child. Around white people they had to perform “safe,” so as to not “make” white folks feel

“threatened” by their brown skin. Around their College Station Indian community, they had to perform

“boy,” so as to not be reprimanded and shunned. After leaving Texas, Alok attended Stanford

University, in which they currently hold an MA in Sociology and Gender Studies.

Here is more about Alok in their own words: “ALOK (they/them) is an internationally acclaimed gender

non-conforming writer, performer, and public speaker. As a mixed-media artist ALOK’s work explores

themes of trauma, belonging, and the human condition. Over the past decade they have presented at

more than 500 venues in 40 countries. They are the author of Femme in Public (2017) and Beyond

the Gender Binary (2020). They are the creator of #DeGenderFashion: a movement to degender

fashion and beauty industries and have been honored as one of HuffPo’s Culture Shifters, NBC’s

Pride 50, and Business Insider’s Doers. They currently serve as a Contributing Editor to the White

Review.”

Even now, as a well known author, performer, speaker, and fashionist@ with over 661,000 followers

on insta, Alok faces harassment in public on the reg. Thank you Alok for being a strong, confident,

beautiful badass presence wherever you go even though you know the ignorant fools will stare,

laugh, and take nonconsensual pictures. Little do they know how free you are and how constrained

they are to racist, cisheteronormative ideas of themselves and in their relationship to others. The

imagination is a powerful tool and is purposefully suppressed by the oppressor to keep us in chains

and pit ourselves against one another! So let’s break free and fly with Alok! Degender fashion!

Abolish binaries!





TS Madison is a Black trans woman who was born on October 22, 1977 in Miami, FL. She is the

author of A Light through the Shade: An Autobiography of a Queen, a television host, producer, artist,

motivational speaker, and media personality. Madison is most known for hosting the YouTube series

The Queens Supreme Court and for being the first Black trans woman to star in and executively

produce her own reality series called The TS Madison Experience, launched on March 4 on WeTV.

So cool! The TS Madison Experience channel includes a morning show, a talent show, a cooking

show, and a late-night show, which are all hosted by Madison. Furthermore, these two series are just

stepping stones for her biggest dream: to be the first Black trans woman to host a talk show like

Oprah Winfrey and Wendy Williams. Madison is an unapologetic force on TV, showing up to be her

true self, advocate for the LGBTQ+ community, and make it known that Black trans history is Black

history.

Other notable accomplishments are her acting debut in Zola, a film based on the viral 2015 Twitter

thread about two sex workers taking a trip to Tampa; receiving the Lifetime Achievement Award at the

2016 Transgender Erotica Awards hosted by Grooby; being honored in Out magazine as one of the

top 100 influential LGBT people of 2019; and serving as a panelist for Facebook Dating's “Black Is

Love” where she discussed the lack of Black trans love representation in conversations about Black

love.

Lastly, in an interview with Shar Jossell for them., Madison speaks about her relationship with her

mom: “I find balance in my relationship with my mother. No matter how bright the lights are, or how

big the star is, my mother is a home balance for me. When I'm smothered with work or with fear and

anxiety, or when the comments section has gotten to me, or when people have said things that have

broken my spirit, my mother is definitely a refuge where I turn to, and we pray about it.” I just thought

that was super sweet and wanted to share! <3





Lydia X. Z. Brown is a queer nonbinary disabled East Asian American who was born in 1993 in China,

and is currently based out of Massachusets. They are an advocate, organizer, educator, attorney,

strategist, and writer whose work is centered on disability justice at the intersections of race, class,

gender, sexuality, faith, language, and nation. Furthermore, to work towards disability justice, they

also do disability rights work. The differentiation between disability justice and disability rights is

important to them, as they acknowledge that disability rights work will never fully bring disability

justice/liberation and is instead still very much tied to abilism, racism, transphobia, etc since it works

on US law/policy change, which is inherently grounded in white supremacy as a US institute.

Disability justice work on the other hand acknowledges that disability rights work is important but will

never be enough and that the whole system must be uprooted and changed. That being said, all of

their work, including disability rights work, is grounded in disability justice. In an interview with Zoe

Guy for Marie Claire, Lydia shares that they approach their “work with abolitionist principles, and

moving with my guiding principles in mind, to approach it using policy work as a tool for non-reformist

reform—that is, reforms that actually seek to undermine and destabilize the system that they occur in

as opposed to reformist reforms which seek to uphold the system.” I def recommend checking out the

whole interview! :) It’s pretty short: “Activist Lydia X. Z. Brown on Disability Justice, Mutual Aid, and

How Race and Disability Intersect.”

Lydia also founded the Fund for Community Reparations for Autistic People of Color’s

Interdependence, Survival, and Empowerment and they are currently creating their own tarot deck

called Disability Justice Wisdom Tarot. Rad! Other things they’re up to is working as an Adjunct

Lecturer in Disability Studies at Georgetown University and an Adjunct Professorial Lecturer in

American Studies at American University’s Department of Critical Race, Gender, and Culture Studies.

To learn more about Lydia, their work, and to read more of their rad writings, you can visit their site:

https://autistichoya.net/


